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A part of this paper was prepared for the Melbourne meeting

of the Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science,

1890, and was read before the Biological Section. As, at that

time, certain orders, the Lizards and Batrachians, had not been

carefully studied, it seemed better to defer publication until the

facts of distribution of these orders had been ascertained. I

have since published in the Proceedings of this Society a Census

of Victorian Batrachians (1891), and also, in conjunction with

Mr. Frost, a Monograph of the Victorian Lizards (1893). I am
accordingly now able to present a rnore complete account of the

general features of the geographical distribution of Victorian

Land and Fresh-water Vertebrates.

Limited as is its area, the colony of Victoria comprises in its

territory a great variety of country. The grass plains of the

north, the mallee scrub of the north-west, the rich undulating

grazing country of the Western District, the Alps of the North-

East, the moist forests of Gippsland, and the Southern District

which surrounds Port Phillip, lying between the Otway Ranges

and Wilson's Promontory, and comprising but slightly elevated

country with moors and swamps and lightly timbered areas,

constitute some half dozen well-marked natural divisions. For

years Baron von Mueller has been indefatigable in collecting

precise records of the occurrence of our native plants in all parts

of the colony (as indeed of all parts of our continent), and in his

" Key to the System of Victorian Plants " he has published a

table of their distribution. The regions which he adopts as a

result of his knowledge of the flora are the same as those
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indicated, except that he combines in one the Mallee and the

Murray Plains.

While Victoria thus possesses provinces which are sufficiently

distinct from one another in their geographical and botanical

features, these are in most instances physically continuous

with adjacent regions of the neighbouring colonies. Thus the

northern plains form but a part of the great Central Murray

basin, the Mallee and Western District are only separated by an

imaginary meridian from South Australia, and the Alpine and

East Gippsland regions merge in the mountain and coast regions

of New South Wales, and thus form an extension of the eastern

strip of our continent.

Wehave no such complete and definite information as to the

local distribution of animals as the Baron has secured of that of

the plants. Animals, especially the higher forms, are more difficult

to obtain and to preserve than plants. In this regard the need

is felt of local museums in each of the provinces in which

examples from as many localities as possible might be preserved

and be available for the aid of students of distribution and

variation. This is especially desirable in the case of the Verte-

brates, which are so liable to compulsory migrations or local

extinction on the advent of civilised man.

In this paper I have attempted, as far as is possible in the

present state of our knowledge, to tabulate the distribution of

Victorian A^ertebrates, omitting birds, and to discuss the sum-

marised facts. I have made use of all precise records in Gould,

the British Museum catalogues, the Victorian National Museum,

and Professor McCoy's " Prodromus of Victorian Zoology," and

of a large number of private and persona] collections. Mr. D.

LeSouef gave me very valuable information on the distribution

of the mammals. For purposes of comparison the distribution

of Tasmanian forms is included as far as known with precision.

In the Mammalian table, " T," in the first column, stands for

Tasmania, the other columns giving the distribution in Victoria.
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MAMMALIA.

CHIROPTERA.
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RODENTIA.
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CARNIVORA.
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Among the Dasyurids we may note the restriction of Phasco-

logah caiura, Sminthopsis murina, Antechinomys lanigera and

Dasyurus geoffroyi to N.W. Victoria, and the restriction of

Phascologah minima, Thylacinus cynocephalus and Sarcophilus

ursinus to Tasmania ; the former apparently due to the climatic

(especially, as has been suggested by Professor Spencer, probably

the hygrometric) barrier, and the latter to the absence of the

dingo, while we have already alluded to the influence of the

absence of the dingo on the perpetuation of the larger Tasmanian

carnivorous marsupials in Tasmania. Further, while Phascologah

flavipes and the more widely distributed P. penicillata occur in

North and in South Victoria, P. sivainsoni and Sminthopsis

leucopits and Dasyurus maculatus are found in Tasmania and only

the moister districts of Victoria.

Peramelid^e.

T.
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PlIALAXGERIDiE.
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Tasmania is distinctly weaker in Phalangeridce. The absence

of Phascolarctus is very marked. There are no peculiar North

Victorian forms in these two families. This distribution agrees

well with the nearly total absence of the forest-loving Phal-

angeridce from Central Australia (Horn Expedition).

Macropodid.e.
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The northern group of Macropodidcz is very marked, consisting

of M. rufus, M. rolnistus, Onychogale fraenata and O. lunata, and

Lagorchestes leporoides. The Tasmanian forms are few in number

but are all closely allied to those of Southern Victoria.

MONOTREMATA.
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OPHIDIA.
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In summaries of this sort, while we may make use of numbers,

we are very far from being able to obtain in accurate numerical

terms the relations which the compared regions bear to one

another. The number of species which are common to two

regions may be the same as that for two other regions, but, if

the former are species abounding in individuals while the latter

are rare forms, it is plain that the latter relationship points to a

more ancient continuity than the former. Inaccuracy in report

of single or infrequent occurrences may greatly affect numerical

statistics. There is always a margin of doubtful cases which we

cannot altogether exclude, and cannot put into the same category

with well-authenticated or especially with well-known species.

Numbers then can do little more than indicate the general trend

of the evidence.

Of the harmless snakes there are no Tasmanian records, but in

Victoria there are Blind Snakes, Green Tree Snakes and Cai'pet

Snakes. Of the Blind Snakes Typhlops polygrammicus is com-

mon in the warm, drier, northern parts of the colony. Krefft

mentions T. bicolor as being found near Melbourne, but it is

certainly uncommon.

The Tree Snake, Dendrophis punctulata, is in Victoria confined

to the northern area, where it is tolerably plentiful. The Carpet

Snake, More/in variegata, is not met with south of the Divide,

but becomes common toward the Murray border. It occurs in

all parts of Australia, except in South Victoria and the adjacent

coast district of New South Wales. Krefft records the allied

Diamond Snake of New South Wales, M. spilotes* from the

Murray district of Victoria,

Speaking generally then, the harmless snakes are characteristic

of the northern, and are but rare visitors of the southern, parts of

Victoria. Of the venomous snakes, Furina, Vermicella and

Acanthopsis are northern genera exclusively.

*.V. variegatus and M. spilotes are united in the B.M. Catalogue.
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LACERTILIA.

(jkckoxid.e.
Gymnodactylus.

G. milii/sii, Bory. -

Phyllodactylus.

P. marmoratus, Gray

DlPLODACTYLUS.

D. strophurus, D. it B. -

D. vittatus, Gray -

D. tessellatus, Gunth.

Gehyra.
G. variegata, D. ct B.

Pygopodid.e.
Pygopus.

P. lepidotus, Lac.

Delma.
D.fraseri, Gray

D. impar, Fischer -

Aprasia.

A. pulchella, Gray

Lialis.

L. burtouii, Gray

AGAMIDiE.
Amphibolurus.

A. adelaidensis, Gray

A. pictus, Peters

A angulifer, Gray -

A muricatus, White

^4. barbatus, Cuv. -

Tympanocryptis.

7 1

. lineata, Peters -

Physignathus.
/^. lesueiirii, Gray -

VARANIDiE.
Varanus.

J' varius, Shaw
F. gouldii, Gray

_ ScINCIDjE.
Egerxia.

_£. whitii, Lacep.

Zi. striolata, Peters -

Zi. cunninghami, Gray

s. & e. x. & w.

x (var.)

* Portland.
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The table discloses the interesting fact that the Geckos are

apparently altogether absent from Tasmania, and the forests of

south-east Victoria, while they abound in the drier interior.

Other forms restricted to the north-west are Lialis, Amphibolurus

pictus, Vara mis gouldii, Trachysaurus, Tiliqua occipitalis, Rhodona

punctato-vittata, and Ablepharus bontonii, and A. greyi. The
Tasmanian Lizards are of much fewer species than the Victorian,

but they are of South Victorian alliances, comprising a rather

marked subsection of Amphibolurus, and a number of the skinks

with a transparent disk in the lower eyelid. Homolepida

casuarince, probably occurs or has occurred in East Gippsland, as

it is found in Coastal New South Wales.

AMPHIBIA.
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In the Census of Victorian Frogs, P.R.S.V., 1891, I included

Heleiopoi-its albopunctatus. This was an error. The specimens on

which the inclusion was based proved to be very old and large

individuals of Limnodynastes dorsnlis.

I am inclined to suspect that all the smooth Crinias of Victoria

and Tasmania are varieties of but one species.

There does not seem to be in Victoria the marked distinction

between the interior and coast forms of Batrachians which Mr.

Fletcher has pointed out in the New South Wales species.

Certainly the drier conditions of inland New South Wales are

much severer than those of inland Victoria. The frogs of

Northern Victoria, too, it must be admitted are not sufficiently

known.

The most striking fact brought out by the table is the absence

of Heleioporus and Pseudophryne (as far as is known) from

Tasmania.

PISCES.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

Ever since it was formed, or existed in anything like its

present condition, Bass Straits must have presented a very

formidable mechanical barrier to the passage of all land and

fresh-water Vertebrates unfurnished with wings. On the other

hand, seeing the exceedingly wide continental distribution of

such slow-travelling animals as Irichosums vulpecula, Trachy-

saurus mgosus, Egernia zvhitii, Liaiis burtonii, it seems plain

that the Dividing Range in its present state cannot have acted

at all as a serious mechanical barrier. But the Dividing Range

has been felt in its action on the rainfall. Widely divergent

climatic conditions have thus been produced, yielding a humid

region in the south-east and a dry region in the north-west.

Where the nature of the soil was favourable great forests have

nourished, as in Gippsland and in south-west Tasmania. Thus in

the one district we have excess of moisture and abundant shade,

and in the other lack of moisture and consequent excess of sun-

shine by day and of radiation by night, all potent factors in

animal life. Hence two faunas suited to the two regions. Where
this barrier is most perfect the separation of the districts is most

sharply marked ; in the west, where it gradually disappears, the

faunas merge to some extent, but as the presence of the range

intensities the humid conditions on the coast side, there is less

mingling of forms than might at first have been expected.

As we have seen from the tables, the characteristic assemblage

of animals of the drier area comprises the Jerboa-Rats (ffapaloiis)

among the Rodents ; the Jerboa Pouched Mouse (Antechinomys),

two other Pouched Mice (Phascologak calura and Sminthopsis

murina), and Geotf'roy's, or the Black-tailed, Native Cat (Dasy-

urus geoffroyi) ; the Striped Bandicoot (Peratneles Iwugainvillii,

var. fasciata) and the Pig-footed Bandicoot {Chieropus castiuiotis)

;

the Wallaroo (Macropus robustus) and Great Red Kangaroo (A/,

ritfus), the Hare Wallaby (Lagorchestes kporoides), and the

Bridled Wallabies (Onychogale frenata and O. lunata) among
the Marsupials ; the Murray Tortoise (E mydura macquaria)

;

the Blind Snakes (Typhlops), Tree Snake (De/idrop/iis), and the

two Pythons, the Carpet Snake {Morelia variegata) and Diamond
Snake (Af. spi/oks), and among venomous snakes the genera

4A
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Furina, Vermicella (Ringed Snake), and Acanthophis (Death

Adder) ; half-a-dozen kinds of Gecko (of genera Gymnodactylus,

Phyllodactyhts, Diplodactylus, and Gehyrd) ; the snake-like

Lizards (Aprasia, Lialis) ; Amphibolurus pictus : Gould's Monitor

(Varanus gouldii); the Stump Tailed Lizard (Tracliysaun/s

rugosus), and Western Blue Tongued Lizard (Tiliqua occipitalis)

with a few smaller forms ; and lastly the assemblage of fishes of

the Murray basin, of the genera Oligorits, Ctenolates, Therapon,

Murrayia, Riverina, Copidoglanis and Chatoessus, known as

Murray Cod, Murray Perch, Murray Bream, Murray Cat-

tish, etc.

While the number of species in Tasmania is always much

smaller than the number in southern Victoria in all the groups

except the Fish and perhaps the Mice, the two faunas present a

very similar facies. Thus every genus of Marsupial, Reptile,

Amphibian, and Fish which is represented in Tasmania, except

Thylacimts and Sarcophilus is met with in southern Victoria.

Thylacimts and Sarcophilus did live on the continent, but have

been exterminated by the Dingo. Even the Tasmanian species*

are in most cases identical with those of the adjacent portion of

Victoria.

The fresh-water and forest forms are characteristically similar

in the two regions. The fish scarcely show more than varietal

differences. The common genera are Lales, Mtcrqperca, Girella,

Chrysophrys, Aphn'/is, Agonostoma, Gadopsis (Blackfish), Proto-

troctes (Yarra Herring), Galaxias (Mountain Trout), Anguilla

(Eel), and Mordacia and Geotria (Lampreys). Professor McCoy
pointed out in his Prodromus how absolutely distinct this as-

semblage is from that of the Murray basin. Mr. R. M. Johnston's

" Census of Tasmanian Fish " has enabled us to see how the fish

of Tasmania are almost identical with those of Southern Victoria.

If, as I have long believed, the Tasmanian Crinias are not separ-

able from the smooth Victorian species with tiny vomerine teeth,

then the resemblance of the amphibians of the two regions is as

close as that of the fish. Amongst the forest-frequenters the

mammals are most prominent and most important. The great

Grey Kangaroo, Forester par excellence, the Scrub Wallabies

* See Professor Spencer's Address to the Biological Section of the A.A.A.S., Hobart,

1S92, for a detailed account of the Tasmanian Fauna.
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(J/, ualabatus and M. billardieri) and the Thylacine ranged in

the high woods of both regions. The two native cats, the

common and the ring-tailed Opossums, and the two Dormouse

Opossums (Dromia'a) are the representatives in Tasmania of an

arboreal fauna which is much more strongly developed in South

Victoria and Eastern Australia. The Flying Opossums and the

Koala, most specialised of all for life among the trees, are

wanting altogether in Tasmania. With the exception of the

common Opossum, a most enterprising and versatile animal,*

the Tasmanian forest forms are absent from north-west Victoria.

From the zoological facts we are able to arrive at some definite

conclusions as to the relative age of the two barriers, the Bass

Straits and the Dividing Range. The marked distinctness,

frequently extending to the genera, of the faunas of the north-

west plains and the well-watered south-east hill and coast

country points to the long persistence and ancient origin of the

Dividing Range. So, going on the zoological evidence only, it

seems clear that the Bass Straits were formed sufficiently to

serve as an effective barrier before the dingo and the most highly

differentiated tree-forms had reached southern Victoria, and after

the forests had been established and the streams stocked with the

existing fish, long after the separation or evolution of the two

Victorian faunas had taken place. During the process of

widening and deepening of the Straits, the dingo invaded

Victoria, the Thylacine and Tasmanian Devil disappeared, while

the Koala and the beautiful Flying Opossums came in from the

north along the eastern strip of Australia, and took possession of

the Gippsland forests along with a less desirable immigration of

the Fruit-eating Bats, and, speaking generally, the present distri-

bution of Vertebrates in Victoria has been effected.

* In Kent Island this animal has in the total absence of trees taken to the ground and

lives among the grass tussocks.


